Clubs that discriminate are going to face more and more law suits aimed at changing their policies. The courts will ask: To what extent may a right be exercised when it conflicts with the rights of others or with the good of society?

30 Beating the Chemical Bans ........................................... Jerry A. Olson
Many forward looking golf course superintendents have solved the restrictions on turf chemicals by finding effective alternatives. The superintendent is also in the position to decide the destiny of these controversial chemicals.

34 Will They Remember The Course or Only the Score? ................ Bill Smart
When nature doesn’t bless a course with charm and character and finances don’t permit building in those qualities, there are still some relatively inexpensive and unique touches that can be added to make a course memorable.

37 Emergency First Aid for Insect Stings
Bees, wasps, yellow jackets and hornets have poisonous stings. For the non-allergic person, getting a sting can be uncomfortable, for those who are allergic, a sting can be fatal.

38 What is the Average Pro Shop? ............................. Vincent J. Pastena
If your shop doesn’t have a dressing room, you have lots of company. And you are among the majority if you’ve had business training.